
Hey MMDA Parents! 

These Recital Photos will definitely be something to remember, for sure! The Quarantine Recital of 
2020. How crazy is our world right now?!?


Miss Jennifer has worked hard to make this opportunity available for the parents even though there’s 
not going to be a Program Book this year. And I’m so grateful to be able to see everyone again, even 
though it’s going to take many days to safely photograph everyone!


Here are some answers to FAQ:


1) Can I take pictures in multiple costumes?  Yes! Both the digital image offerings and the print 
package offerings can be structured to accommodate this situation.


2)   What if I have more than one dancer? Can they each get their own photo?  Yes! Pick the multi-
pose digital image or customize the print package with multiple poses. 


3)   Will you pick the photo I receive?  Yes! Usually there’s one “perfect” one that is the obvious 
choice. My background in dance allows me to pick the photo with the best technique. However, if it’s 
a matter of which smile is the cutest, I may just text you and get your help!


4)   Do you retouch the photos? I will retouch simple things if you let me know during your 
appointment. Anything that will take more than a few minutes, I’ll have to charge a fee. 


5)   Why are your prices so much lower than most photographers who do this sort of thing?  
Well, I go “way back” with MMDA and MMB. I love ballet and dance in general. And I used to be a 
ballet mom. I know how it can get towards the end of the school year. I do things this way to make life 
easier or maybe better for you as an MMDA parent. 


6)   What does the “Digital Image Package” include? For $25, you’ll get one pose/one image. For 
$40, you can get up to 3 poses/images or costumes. If you have a dancer with just one costume, and 
you want multiple poses, be sure to let me know when I’m taking her/his picture so we intentionally 
get them. Sometimes two poses is all you want!


7)   I want to get the digital images but print them myself. Is that allowed?  Yes! But, pretty please, 
send them to a reputable photography lab so you get the best quality. If you use online services, I 
recommend www.mpix.com. If you want to take them in town, check with me about who’s doing a 
good job these days.


8)   Will you take PayPal or Venmo for contactless payment? Yes! After verifying your order amount 
at the check-in table, you can send the payment via PayPal or Venmo. PayPal: 
leahkackley@gmail.com.  Venmo: @leah-kackley 


9)   What are the safety procedures? We will be cleaning the check-in table to avoid cross-
contamination. I will help pose the dancers without getting close to them. And, of course, we’ve 
extended the days of shooting to keep plenty of distance in between each dancer and their parent.  


Any other questions? It’s always okay to text me! 601-668-4300. Or, you can email me at 
leahkackley@gmail.com. 


I look forward to seeing your dancers!
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